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For more than 50 years, the Soviets employed an undercover agent - an unstoppable, untraceable

killer known as the Winter Soldier - to assassinate key political figures in the West. His suspected

identity? Bucky Barnes, Captain America's one-time partner, thought to have been murdered in the

closing days of World War II.
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I bought this for my husband. He's a huge fan of Marvel and the Winter soldier in particular. He

wanted the softcover comic originally. However we could find that and found this instead. This not

only has the comics that he wanted but he has extra behind the scene information that he did not

know before. And trust me he knows so much about Marvel and the Winter soldier... this is just

amazing. This is a great gift for anyone who loves comics Capt. America or the Winter soldier. I

highly recommend this for everyone!!

Ed Brubaker and Steve Epting's legendary run begins here. With The Winter Soldier, they tackled

the one story that we'd been told for decades could never be told and they did it with style. This

book inspired the wonderful Captain America Winter Soldier movie and kicks off an amazing run of

stories featuring Steve Rogers and a huge cast of characters. Highest possible recommendation.

This is a great read.

Coming into this book, I had already seen the movie and loved it. This was also my first experience



reading any sort of comic books. I love the Marvel movie universe and I'd been wanting to start

reading the comics for a while, but the sheer volume of comics (and characters) is a little

overwhelming. I wasn't sure where to begin. A friend gave me some advice and told me to start with

Ed Brubaker's Captain America: Winter Soldier, and I am so thankful that he suggested I start here.

Not only did this book live up to my expectations, but it far surpassed them. The writing is sharp and

clever, and it nails you right in the heart. The Captain's flashback scenes make the emotional impact

even more powerful, and I could not put this book down. After finishing it, I'm seriously glad I had

already ordered and received Red Menace because I wanted to jump right into the next book in the

series. I highly recommend this title to anyone and everyone. It was great.

I just saw the Winter Soldier in the theatre and wanted to catch up the original graphic novel. Had a

hard time deciding between this hardcover and the Winter Soldier: Ultimate Collection TPB. I'm glad

I picked this one up because it apparently collects the same issues of Captain America #'s 1-9, and

11-14. This version features a dustjacket of Cap's shield from the movie, and the actual HC is matte

white with faded section of Cap's red, white, and blue shield.. very nice design.As far as extras,

there are a few pages at the end of variant covers, sketches, and also Ed Brubaker's original

proposal of Captain America's plot which got him the writing job.

I had never read CA before this, not even in when I was a kid (way the heck back when), but picked

this up after finishing Brubaker's wonderful Gotham Central (for the other guys), which I loved. I was

not disappointed.Through osmosis, and the movies, I know a bit about CA, but though I enjoyed

those movies, it still didn't strike me to pick up the books until I was looking for more Brubaker. I am

pleased to say that I thoroughly enjoyed this collection - the story is taut, dramatic and moves at a

good clip while providing a great deal of back story that allowed a reader, coming to the character in

the books for the first time, to find footing. It is well plotted, has interesting dialog and some genuine

heart to it. The artwork is dynamic and expressive and if not particularly innovative or distinctive, it is

certainly more than simply functional - it fits the story very well.I am now on for the ride and moving

on to Vol 2 (Red Menace) and will stay on board until it wanes or ends. Not great, maybe, but

certainly very good.

After watching the Captain America films of MCU, I couldn't help wanting to read the stories from

comic books, and this book was where I started. I must say that it is AWESOME. Great story, nicely

told, no matter you're a fan of CA or WS started from MCU like me, just go ahead and enjoy the



great work of Ed Brubaker. TBH, I even ordered more of Brubaker's CA books, because THIS really

made me want to read even more.

My Captain America re-read continues with "Two Americas" by Brubaker, Ross, Guice, & Magyar.

Another good outing of Cap Bucky and the Falcon as they go up against the insane Captain

America from the 1950's who replaced Steve while he was in deep freeze and believed to be dead.

This Cap is completely bonkers and teams up with the Watchdogs to "teach America a lesson." The

first lesson is blowing up the Hoover Dam. Good stuff from Marvel. Highly recommended.

Brubaker did to the comics what the Russo brothers did to the movies. This is an outstanding run

and made me fall in love with the cap and winter soldier characters.
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